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PLAYERS: 4-7
AGE: 11 and above
OBJECTIVE: Win as much
currency as possible one
pot at a time. A pot is won
by having the best hand
or by having all other
players fold before the
showdown.

SETUP
1 First, decide on the currency to be used
to place bets – skittles, smarties,
maltesers, chips, cash or
whatever you fancy!
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4 Each player then buys into
the game and starts with an
amount to place bets. There’s
no maximum amount with
what one could start oﬀ with.

2 Then, each player picks a Number
Card and the one with the highest value
becomes the dealer. An Asterisk Card
beats any Number Card between 0-7.

5 Place the cards face down in the
play area as the Number Card
and Action Card Draw Piles.
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3 Next, the player to the left of the dealer
sets the Initial Bet Size of the game
(i.e. the minimum bet size for every
round). For example it could be 2
skittles or maltesers.

Number
Card
Draw Pile

Action
Card
Draw Pile

Now that we’re setup, let the CODR POKR MATCH begin!
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POINTS TO NOTE
A CODR POKR MATCH consists of multiple games and depends
on the number of players (i.e. one game per player).
Each game has three rounds of betting followed by a showdown.

When a round commences, the ﬁrst player to place a
bet, would have to place a bet which is at a minimum
equal to the Initial Bet Size.

Each game starts with the ﬁrst 4 Number Cards being dealt
to players in the ﬁrst round and ends when the pot is won
(i.e. the amount bet during a single game).

When a bet has been raised, subsequent bets made
have to either match the new raised amount or be
raised further.

Each player in turn takes one of three actions:

A round ends when all players have had a chance to act
(i.e. fold, call or raise) and players who haven’t folded
and are still in the game have bet the same amount.

Fold: Refrains from placing a bet, contributes nothing to the
pot, exits the game by placing their cards down and waits for
the next game to commence.
Call: Matches the bet that was made by the previous player.
Raise: Places a higher bet than that made by the previous
player. There’s no limit on how much the player could raise
the previous bet.

After each game, the role of the dealer moves to the
player seated clockwise from the player who dealt
the cards in the previous game.
The game is played clockwise with the player to the
left of the dealer starting play.
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EACH GAME
Round 1: Deal 4 Number Cards singly face
down to each player and place 2 Action Cards
in a row face up in the central play area. Then,
the ﬁrst round of betting begins with the ﬁrst
player to the left of the dealer.

Each
player

Number Card
Draw Pile

Round 2: Deal 4 additional Number Cards singly face down to each
player still in the game (i.e. players who haven’t folded in the ﬁrst round)
and place 2 additional Action Cards face up adjacent to the other 2
Action Cards in the central play area. Round 2 of betting begins but
this time with the ﬁrst player to the left of the dealer who hasn’t folded.

Each
player

Action Card
Draw Pile

Number Card
Draw Pile

Action Card
Draw Pile
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WRAP IT UP

EACH GAME
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Round 3: Deal the ﬁnal 2 Number Cards singly face
down to each player still in the game and place one
Action Card in the central play area face up adjacent
to the other 4 Action Cards. Then, the ﬁnal round of
betting begins with the ﬁrst player to the left of the
dealer who hasn’t folded.

Each
player

Number Card
Draw Pile

Action Card
Draw Pile
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Showdown: The players enter
into the showdown where they
reveal their hand (i.e. how they’ve
solved the 5 Action Cards using
the 10 Number Cards in hand to
score the highest points), win the
game and collect the pot.
To determine the winner of an
individual game, the score of each
player is calculated by adding the
points of the Action Cards solved and
the Number Cards used to solve them.
The game may end and the Pot
may be won before the showdown
if all except one player folds in
any of the previous rounds.

1 After each individual game,
the player with the highest
score wins the game and
claims the pot. In the event
of a tie, split the pot
between the winners.
2 Then, place all Number Cards
and Action Cards in their
respective piles, shuﬄe them
and start a new game.
3 Keep playing until all
players have had a chance
to deal the cards.
4 At the end of the ﬁnal game,
the player with the most
currency wins the CODR
POKR MATCH.
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